
Target audience: The target audience consists of non-Dutch speaking children (13 – 15 years 

old), this activity was a collaboration with Zomerklap; an organisation that helps newly 

immigrated children learn the Dutch language.  

Goal: The aim is to introduce words centered around climate and water to the audience. The 

words consist of basic vocabulary.  

Time: 1-1.5 hours 

Overview: In this interactive exercise, students are introduced to a day in the lab where results 

came out not as expected through mistakes made in the lab, the goal is to determine where 

these mistakes were made. They are provided with an introduction, some clues, and the time 

schedules and protocols of the previous days in the lab. Through digging through the protocols 

and time schedules, and eliminating some options through the provided information on the 

positive controls: the students can eliminate options and come to an hypothesis of what 

happened in the lab. 

Lesson:  

1. Introduce the children to the following 20 words, using dutch and a lot of gesturing. 

If needed the translation to a language understood by the audience can be given. 

Tree Toilet Rain Swimming 

River Beach Seaweed Shower 

Water Bottle Popsicle Washing Machine 

Sewer Salt Surf Boat 

Swimming pool Fish Cry Sponge 

 

2. Hand out the grid on the following page as a handout, if a very low level of 

understanding is present it might be advised to let the children work in groups and 

share a grid.  

 

3. Draw a number in the upper left corner of the board (this represents the round 

number and goes up by one every round) 

 

 

4. One child is assigned to draw a word that they must draw on the board 

 

5. The children must guess which word it is, they do this by writing the number of the 

current round in the place of the word on the grid. 

 

 

6. Repeat from step 3 till all words are finished, alternatively you can in the middle of 

the exercise switch to gesturing/acting out the words.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 




